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Finding individual papers delivered
at a conference
was even more
time-consuming.
The difficulties posed by the conference literature arise from several
sources. One of the biggest problems is the time lag that develops
between the date of the conference
and the actual date of proceedings
publication.
According
to P. R.
Mills of the University of Bath, this
time lag is especially
long for the
social sciences. q Librarians
sometimes find they are spending time
on fruitless searches
for literature
that has not yet been published.
Another
problem
is that proceedings
may be included
in an
issue of a society’s journal or they
may be published
as multi-authored, hardbound
books.’f
Finally,
proceedings
(especially
those in book form) may appear
under titles that do not adequately
describe their contents.
For example, the title of a book may be
Language
and Mother-Child
Zntemction.
Only in the preface is it
revealed
that the contents
are all
papers delivered at a conference
on
the psychology of language.

Helmut Drubba of the Technical
Information
Library
in Hannover
playfully ended his fine survey of
conference
documentation
by paraphrasing Irving Berlin-’’There’s
no
literature
like conference
literature. ” 1 Certainly
conference
literature
presents
unique
bibli~
problems
graphic
for
both
librarians and researchers.
ISI@ recognized
this fact when
we introduced
our Zndex to Scientific & Technical Proceedings ‘M.z
ZSTP’M covers about 3,000 proceedings each year in the physical,
natural,
and engineering
sciences.
Its rapid acceptance
in its first year
testifies to the need it serves. lSTP
seems to have filled a vacuum in
university,
industrial,
public,
and
government
libraries.
We have
reason
to believe
that the enthusiastic reception
of ISTP will be
matched in 1979 by the response to
our new Index
to Social
Sciences & Humanities
Proceedings’”
(ISSHP ‘u).
We expect ISSHP to be welcomed
because
conference
proceedings
have been
difficult
to
locate and acquire
in the pasts
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We think that Index to Socia[
Sciences & Humanities Proceedings
will help overcome these problems.
ISSHPS four quarterly
issues and
cumulation
will
cover
annual
published
proceedhgs
in psychology,
sociology,
anthropology,
economics, and political science. In
addition,
proceedings
in law, litpublic
health,
women’s
erature,
studies, education,
linguistics,
history, international
affairs,
urban
criminology,
alcoholism
studies,
and drug addiction,
management
science, business, and religion will
be included.
In its first year ZSSHP will provide access to some 20,000 published papers
delivered
at 1,000
social
sciences
and
humanities
meetings. This coverage will be expanded in the future as resources
permit.
The
number
of proceedings
covered by ZSSHP is lower than that
covered by ISTP for a good reason:
there are fewer proceedings
published
in
the
social
sciences
and the humanities.
According
to
Christopher
Watson of the British
Library Lending Division at Boston
Spa, the Library received
13,828
proceedings
last year.
From
a
sampling, he estimates that approximately 87’70 were in science and
technology,
11 ‘?to in social science,
and 2’7’o in the humanities.
This
means that only about 1,800 were
social sciences or humanities
proceedings. S P. R. Mills has also
estimated that approximately
2,000
proceedings
each year are from the
social sciences. q As stated before,
at least 1,000 published proceedings

will be indexed in ZSSHP in 1979. If
Bradford’s law hoids for this literature,
then we will certainly
be
covering
most of the significant
papers published.
The proceedings
to be included
in ZSSHP will be selected with the
help
of our Editorial
Advisory
Board. We also have regular contact with most publishers
of proceedings. Although we cannot prevent the time lag between
conferences and the publication
of proceedings, we will be in touch with
conference
sponsors before meetings to insure that new proceedings
are received at 1S1 and indexed as
quickly as possible after publication.
Other
reference
tools
have
attempted
to handle the social sciences and humanities
proceedings
literature.
However, ISSHP’S depth
of indexing is unique. It will not
merely provide access to overall
proceedings documents as most of
these tools do; it will also index the
individual papers they contain.
Thus, LSSHP will go way beyond
the scope of the Interdok Directory
of Published Proceedings
in Print.
Nor should ISSHP be confused with
World Meetings: United States and
Canada which gives information on
meetings scheduled up to two years
ahead,
not the published proceedings.
ISSHP is suitable for browsing as
well as for specific searches. Each
proceedings will have a “main entry” giving its table of contents.
This is similar to the presentation in
Current
Contents” . The multifaceted
indexing system allows
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users to search at the level of the
specific paper as well as the overall
proceedings
document.
To
appreciate
the
problems
librarians
faced in the past, consider a not unusual situation.
You
remember
that
your
colleague
presented a paper somewhere on X.
You think it might have been within
the past two years. You certainly
can’t remember,
if you ever heard
it, the name or sponsor of the conference.
However,
with just this
brief
information
you or your
librarian
can now use ISSHP to
quickly
find not only the paper
itself but also the publisher,
etc. If
it isn’t already in your library, you
have enough information
to order it
from the publisher
or from some
other
library
or the individual
himself.
For proceedings
published
in
book form, ISSHP’S main entry will
give the conference
title, book’s title and subtitle,
series title and
publisher
and
volume,
edhor,
publisher’s
address,
chapter titles,
beginning
page
numbers,
all
authors’
names,
primary
authors’
addresses,
price, date and place of
the conference,
and sponsor. In addition,
the Library
of Congress
and
the
International
number
Standard
Book
Number,
when
available,
will be given. (See the
main entry example in Figure 1.)
For proceedings
published in journals, the main entry will include
conference
title, location,
sponsors, journal
title, volume,
issue,
year, titles of papers, authors, and
primary authors’ addresses.
Using
librarians
or
this
information,

researchers
can easily purchase the
journal issue from the publisher or
consult it in the library. Of course,
the inclusion of authors’ addresses
facilitates reprint requests when only individual papers are needed.
Each proceedings
in the main entry section is given a proceedings
number which appears in the upper
Iefthand comer of the entry. This
number identifies
the proceedings
in the indexes of ISSHP.
Conference
proceedings
will be
indexed
in six different
ways. A
Permuterm@
Subject Index, Category Index, Meeting Location Index, Sponsor Zndex, Author/Editor
Zndex and Corporate Zndex provide
numerous
access routes to simplify
searching.
Each of these indexes
refers you to the appropriate
main
entry by means of its proceedings
number.
Index
The Permuterm
Subject
(W) is based on pairings of significant title words. In the figure, title
words have been permuted
from
both the title of the proceedings
itself and the titles of individual
papers. For example,
“influenza/history” is a word-pair
generated
from the title of a conference.
Influenza/children
is a pair devised
from the title of an individual
paper. Next to each word-pair,
the
number for the main entry is given.
The PSZ entry
also indicates
whether
the term came from the
main title or the title of a spec~lc
paper. A “T” indicates that the subject term occurs in the proceedings
title. If it occurs within the title of
an individual
paper,
the specific
page number is given.
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The Sponsor Index will provide
the name of the sponsoring organization and the geographical
location of each conference
it sponsored. Since a single organization
may sponsor several conferences
in
a year, the location
can help the
user identify the particular
meeting
in which he or she is interested.
The Meeting Location Index will
include an alphabetical
listing of
titles arranged
by country,
state,
and city where the meeting took
place. The Corporate Zndex will list
of
the
institutional
affiliations
authors.
Suppose
you remember
that someone
from the Center for
Disease Control in Atlanta spoke at
a conference.
You can’t remember
the author’s name, or the title of the
paper. You can still find it through
the Corporate Index.
The Author/Editor
Index is an
alphabetical
listing of authors and
editors of proceedings
and papers.
Editors are indicated
by an “E” in
the page number
column.
The
Category
Index
organizes
proceechgs
according
to broad topic
areas. Under each category there is
a listing of the relevant conference
titles.
The
proceedings
number
refers you to the main entry. A proceedings will be listed under a max-

imum 01 nve categories.
As indicated
earlier RUM-W can
also be used for current awareness.
By scanning
each quarterly
issue
researchers
can keep up with the
published
conference
literature.
Librarians
can scan the quarterly
issues to select proceedkgs
pertinent to their specific collections.
The index will also appeal
to
those who, wish to perform retrospective
searches
of the social
sciences and humanities conference
literature.
Annual cumulation
will
simplify
searches
of proceedings
published over several years.
In the past,
conference
proceedings
presented
one of the
largest bibliographic
headaches
to
librarians and one of the most frequent
sources
of frustration
to
researchers. b With the introduction
of the ZSSHP and the continuing
success of the ZSTP, we hope to
alleviate most of those headaches.
At the same time we hope that
there will be greater utilization
of
published conference
literature.
The price of the L$SHP will be
S250 per year. For information
on
ordering, please refer to the ad and
order form on the back cover of this
issue of Current Contents.
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